Hill top : Hoping For Help
Most people know that if they stroll down the
road past the tennis courts, down the hill, and across
the bridge, that pretty soon they will come to the
complex of buildings known as Thayer Hospital.
What a lot of people do not know, though , is what
that little builidng just before Thayer HospitaI(the
one that has the fenced-in playground beside it—that
sometimes has kids in it) is for. That building is The
Hilltop School and its students are mentally retarded.
The school started out in 1960 at the VFW Hall in
Winslow. In 1963 it moved to a two-room schoolhouse in front of the present building. It finally
moved into its present location in 1968.
Within the school there is quite a hive of activity. Six teachers divide their time between seven
classrooms containing a total of 38 children. Maybe
they could use some volunteers!?! The children
range from three to eighteen years in age and are representative of all income levels in the population.
The school is a non-profit corporation. It is funded
by a tuition fee for each child drawn from the school
district ia which the child lives. The tuition fee is
determined yearly according to how many children
are attending the school and the school operates
under last year's budget—a little constricting one
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State
of the
Unions 31
The Colby Symposium Series will present on
Tuesday a symposium entitled "The State of the
Unions." Professors Armstrong and Archibald and
Bruce Cummings, the Director of Student Activities,
will compose a panel which will address itself to the
following questions: 1) What functions should unions
serve; 2) do Roberts and Runnals meet these criteria;
3) if not, can they be renovated; 4) or, should we
build a new community center? If the latter is
preferred , to what use will our present unions be put?
Very important also is the question of how the proposed theater will fit in. Should it be part of a renovated Runnals, or be placed in a new union?
These questions are important , as they directly
confront the problem of our present unions not functioning as social and intellectual renters. The union
is usually a focal point of campus activity, a place to
which all community members are drawn; this provides an ideal setting for student-faculty interaction.
Unions arc often exciting centers at other schools—
not so at Colby.
Out of this symposium concrete action, could
result, as two subcommittees of the Committee to
Study the Future of Colby (C.S.F.C.) are represented. (Armstrong leads the Physical Plant task
force, while Armstrong chairs the Performing Arts
subcommittee.) Also, Cummings has done considerable research on unions at other schools, and he will
be using this symposium as a foru m for conclusions
drawn from his study. The task forces of the
CS.F.C. are using this sym posium to get student and
faculty feedback in order to formulate a proposal to
remedy the situation. Whatever the final report to
the tru stees is, those concerned want to see a revitalization of effective social and intellectual interaction
at Colby.
The panel presentation will last for approximatel y
one hour, with an hour and a half open discussion
to follow. The program will take place in Dunn
Lounge, on Tuesday, M arch 26, from 3 to 5s30.
Please support our efforts to construct an alternative to the present situation. Any questions, contact Charlie Jenks at ext, 561.
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Flexible 15
On Wednesday, March 27 at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovejoy 215 Student Government will be
sponsoring an open forum on flex ible-15. The
purpose of this forum is two-fold. First it hopes
to establish an environment in which the student
body can make its views known to the faculty.
The faculty will soon be voting on specific
proposals to implem ent portions of the f lexible-15
program (see last week's ECHO). The second
purpose of the forum will be to inform the students
of what aspects of flexible-15 that have already
been implemented and how they can make use of
them.
Any member of the Colby community who
wishes to address the gathering should make
themselves known to the moderators before the
forum begins. These statements will be limited
to five minutes a piece after which the floor will
be open for discussion.
__
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New Rabbi
The Beth Israel Congregation of W atcrville
has elected David Fairman as their new-spiritual
leader, George O. Eisenberg, chairman of the search
and screening committee said this week.
Fairman will assume his duties April 1.
Listed among his plans are an expansion of Beth
Israel's youth activity and adult education programs.
He is also interested in enlarging the congregations's monthly newsletter to a semi-monthly
basis in addition to starting a choir, Eisenberg
said.
Other activities will include working with Colby
and Thomas College students as well as with various
community groups.
Fairman received his B.S. in philosophy and
religion from Columbia University and a master's
degree in religious education from the Jewish
Theological Sem inary of America.
His experience includes serving for four years
as a spiritual leader in Laredo, Texas. M ost recently he has worked in Great Neck , N.Y.
He and his wife Linda will live at 27V4 Johnson
Heights in Waterville.
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might imagine considering our country's financial
maneuvers of late. The budget is supplemented by
private donations (which are warmly received).
So just what does Hilltop do for these children?
As Mr. Fred Rovillard , the Director of Hilltop, puts
it, the goal of the school is to make the children "as
socially invisible as possible." By this is meant
possessing the ability to walk into the "ladies'
room" rather than the "men's room "if one is a girl ,
to know what a sign that says "STOP" means, or to
know that if you give somebody a quarter for a tencent piece of candy you ought to get fifteen cents
back. The seven classrooms of the school are made up
fo two pre-school nurseries, a day-care center for
severely trained children , two low-trainable calsses,
and one high-trainable class. The children 's school
day extends from anywhere between 8:30 and 9:15
until 1:30; during that time they engage in differing
activities according to their calss. Those who have not
had one at home are served a breakfast when they
arrive. They have a break for a snack at about 10:30
and again around 12:00 for lunch. The children bring
their own lunches which the school supplements.
The activities of the children include social care
skills (such as combing hair), social skills (such as cooperation), vocabulary-building activities, and instruc
tion in skills such as reading and arithmetic for those
who have reached that level. Each class is able to go
swimming once a week and the older students are
taken bowling occasionally. A rotating occupational
therapist visits the school and a physical therapist is
on call. One of the staff members, Mrs. Siviski, is
try ing to set up a Monterey Language Program now.
There is co-ordination between Hilltop and the Hill
Center for Speech and Hearing Disorders at Thayer
Hospital, each child having a complete speech and
hearing evaluation. The director of the Hill Center,
Dr. Bru ce Olsen, is going to be giving instruction to
the Hillstop staff concerning language improvement
skills, as well.
For all of the above activities and programs, Hilltop would be pleased (overjoyed) to have volunteers.
The lower the student to instructor ratio , the better.
A volunteer who comes in whenever he happens to
have a free moment is welcomed, but the volunteer
who will regularly come in at the same hours each
week, even if it is only for one hour a week, is the
volunteer who is really appreciated. An important
aspect of working with any group of children is a
dependable schedule that they can look forward to or
expect. With these children, in particular, a regular
routine is desired for optimal learning. Volunteers
who only come in occasionally can be put to use on
the playground and during breaks very effectively.
Those volunteers who come in regularly can become
involved in one-to-one teaching situations, involved
iij classroom activities, be of great service in the physical education activities, and help in the language
program . The school would particularly welcome volunteers who would be willing to get into the water
with the children during swimming classes. Also, if
anyone would be willing to lead a girl scout or boy
scout troop, the positions are open.
j) lease turn to page eight

Theatre Worksho p
Colby College has, within the past five years, witnessed an increased interest in student dramatic production. The Theatre Arts Weekend has been organized with the intent of giving those interested in
theater at Colby a chance to discuss possibilities,
participate in various w orkshops, and learn some very
basic skills.
SATURDAY, March 23
10:30 Forum: What is the future of theater at
Colby? Sturtevant Lounge
1:00 Workshop: Creative Interpretation of Texts
Professor Brancaccio. Sturtevant Lounge.
.3:00 Workshop : Acting Techniques. Dan West.
Dance Studio, Runnals.
7:00 Open Discussion: The Director's Art. Local
and Student Directors. Smith Room , Roberts.
SUNDAY , March 24
1:30 Workshop: Elements of Lighting. Toni
Fontrier, Tom Huebner. Coffee House.
2:30 Workshop: Set Construction. Laurie Bedig,
Larry Capicllo. Coffee House.

In past weeks the ECHO has been promoting the activities and
programs that are available to student volunteers in the Watervillecommunity. However laudable th ese "advertisem ents" have been , they
appear to have been misguided—we were laboring under the misconception that a community already existed here at Colby. As recent
events have clearly demonstrated , such an assumption is unjustifiable.
For that reason , some re-thinking is in order.
A community should be a place where each individual can find
enjoyment, su pport, encouragement, spirit, a responsiveness to new
ideas and a chance for personal development. A community affords
a shelter, a medium in which individuals should feel free to express
themselves, to explore new realms, to develop their identities. A community should be a free mix of ideas, life styles, of encouraged diversity (but not , of course, to the disruption of basic human needs and
courtesies). Unfortunatel y, not all of these conditions exist for every
student at Colby.
The situation that currently prevails is far from that idyllic conception—what we have are two camps—the whites (the large majority),
and the blacks and foreign students (the very small majority). What
separates these two groups is a lack of communication.
Wh y does such a simple matter divide us? Are its origins thoughtlessness or unwillingness? The white students, coming m ostly from
middle class backgrounds are at home in Colby 's environment. Coming
from a pampered background , they are educated at a college which
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We go back to battles neither lost nor won: Jud ge Woolsey s
Ulysses decision, the fiery controversy over Lady Chatterley 's Lover,
the librarian 's rigid morality in Main Street , concerns we identif y with
a past of less liberated times. But censorship is alive and well in the
state of Maine. Last week, a printer refu sed to publish the PEQUOD
(the Colby affiliated literary magazine), because "naked female forms
(both photograp hs and drawings)" and "four letter words" were
included. A spokesman for the company claimed that censorship was
not being exercised , but that company policy dictated a hands-off
attitude about such material; also a paternalistic concern was cited,
for emp loyees of the firm were "very unhappy " about their exposure
to the controversial subject matter. Delving beneath the euphemistic
semantics, we can onl y conclude that it is a clear cut case of censorship;
though admittedl y supporte d by a legal right to refuse business. Traditional guidelines for obscenity (i.e . Woolsey: obscene is "tending to
stir the sex impulses or to lead to sexually im pure and lustfu l
thoug hts") cannot be app lied to the PEQUOD. In practice , the actual
criterion of what is fit to print is set by the jud gement of the editor
and publisher and there 's the rub, for it is reduced to individual standard s of morality. Federal laws for obscenity are quite vague, and
just recentl y the Burger court gave each munici pality the right to determine its own standards of obscenity.
In Waterville , there is a m eeting scheduled in the near future to
decide if a committee shall be vested with this power to jud ge, and if
granted that privilege , they will define such term s as nudity, obscenity,
pornograp hy, and film , drama , and literature shall come under their
unblinking observation. The legalism is not yet carefully defined , but
there is a good possibility that such a committee can have such a
power.
It is not yet known just how far the laws of Waterville extend to
Colby College. Can you envision the day when reading lists are edited ,

looks after nearly every need. They can sit back in indifference at the
comings and goings of different minority groups, safe in their environment and not much affected by what these groups do. The white
student argues that if -only approached by blacks or foreign students,
he would be just as receptive to them as to anyone else, which is no
doubt true. Such a posture belies an insensitivity (not pejoratively
meant) to the situation of Colby's minority groups. The black and
foreign students, being in a distinct minority , in a new physical, and
often a new cultural environment (and in som e cases fa cing a diffe rent
language), naturally band together to maintain their identity. The
mere presence of such a dominate, white culture can have a severely
debilitating effect on one's sense of identity. To expect any minority
group, under such circumstances, to reach out for acceptance in the
white community is ridiculous—it could mean total immersion in the
white culture—in short , their cultural suicide.
When a student choses to come to Colby (or any liberal arts college
for that matter), it presupposes a willingness on the student's part to
explore and to be receptive to new ideas, new people and new situations. The College's institutional p hilosophy also reflects this belief as
is witnessed by its encouragement of blacks and foreign students to
attend. No one wants to live in cultural monotony. But such minority
groups were not meant to be displays—they are here for a reason: that
in the course of our education we may share our experiences, perspectives, beliefs, hopes, fears, likes and dislikes together, and learn from
each other.
For most of us to come to Colby was a positive choice—we opted
out of the large university scene to be at a college where we could feel
more like a person and less like a number. The potential for a community that Colby offered was probably a strong drawing card. If
there is going to be a true community, however, it will require the recognition , by the white students on this campus, of their role as host to
minority groups, American or otherwise, and a willingness on their part
to initiate interaction. What these groups have to offer is too precious
to carelessly disregard—for our sake, and theirs.
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library acquisitions supervised , bookstore ordering controlled? The
various film organizations presenting their selections for approval?
Stud y is being conducted by members of the college staff to discern if
these situations may ever be realized.
Thoug h within legal bounds, these self-proclaimed or community
sustained efforts to legislate "obscenity" reflect the growing conservatism throug h the land—or more accurately, a pervasive narrowmindedness that ever was and ever will be. Any attempt to m agnify
these isolated events into an organized paranoic pursuit of porno is
wrong; yet the formation of "committees" to "protect the public"
has the unmistakeable ring of moral supervision we delude ourselves
into believing exists only in novels. Obviously, now is the time to in—.veigh against any proposal for a decency crusade. Loudly and
obstinately, in Waterville and elsewhere, register disapproval of this
abridgement of individual decision making. If you're not watching,
someone else may be, armed with the power of confiscation: a box of
matc hes in one hand and scissors in the other.

letters
To the cditorThis letter is to advise you of the upcoming
Frisbcc Match pitting Foss/Woodman against
Dana on the Woodman lawn , at 2:00 p.m.
this Saturday, M arch 23.
The sport of Frisbee was conceived by New
Jersey High School students eight or nine
years ago, spreading across the country. The
first league, the New Jersey Frisbee Conference,
was form ed two years ago. I played for my
school , Teancck High School last year, their
first year in the six-school league, Needless to
say, wc were unbeaten in 6 games, taking the
state title.
The Frisbee is advanced by rap id-fire tosses

by one team , trying to work the frisbee toward s the
goal line, When a pass is completed over the
goal line , a point is scored. At no point may a
player run with the frisbee. The defending team
tries to intercept or knock down a pass. It they
can, they get possession of the frisbcc at that
point on the field. An errant pass that hits
the ground turns the frisbcc over to the defenders,
A game is two 30 minute hatfs , Average score?
18-14.
I'd like to start an all-college team , to take
on established teams at Bates, Bowdoin , Hampshire ,
Rutgers , and others. I live in 251 Woodman ,
ext. 559, if you want more information.
Thanks ,
Jeff Gattcsfcld
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Founded in 1877, the Colby Echo is pub lished
weekly except during vacatio ns and examination per iods by the students of Colby College, and printed
by J ournal Publications of Belfast , Maine.
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office ,
Waterville, Maine , Accepted by mailing at a special
rate of postage provided for in Section 1103 . Act of
October 3, 1917 , as amended , and authori zed on
December 24 , 1918.
All opinions exp ressed in this newspaper not directly
attributed or identified are those of tbe Colby Ech o,
Tbe E cho assumes no responsibili ty for tbe return or
safek eeping of unsolic ited manuscripts or photo graphs.
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Dear Editors,
Your comments in the lead editorial of March 14
were impressive. I share your interest. I sense
genuine distress and annoyance both in your tone
and in the substance of your charges. I expect
that you feel quite deprived and quite unrooted
both from your tone and from the substance
of your charges. I believe that your charges
refer to matters intrinsic to labor economics. I
believe that you have referred to two groups,
students and professors, of the many inseparable
from academia. I believe you might best deal
with the traits of your own student group. I
expect you are best qualified to opine about
that group with which you are familiar. Your
stress upon professors may be less qualified. I
can comment a little on the professors and
about a few of their traits. Persons in exceedingly
fragile glass houses must take utmost care not
to throw pebbles. That goes for every group in
academia in the present era.
Granting that aspects of labor economics
are oceanic, I launch a tiny raft.
I share some of your intense regret at the
economic and social distance occasionally separating professors and students. A few of us
college professors may resemble hermits. A
few, crabs. A few of us do use yellowed notes
that are dusted off a bit before classtime and
then laid back to rest on some shelf. Few
lead "cushy " lives. I expect that yours is not
"cushy" either. I doubt that m ore than a
very few college professors have that cushioning
The college professors number nearly half a
million. Few earn over fifteen to twenty
thousand dollars a year. Most earn less than that
I know next to nothing about hermits.
You touched base on dozens of points
marginal to matters of morale and loyalty. I
stand similarly mutely outraged. I share your
personal sense of bafflement. One thing to
remember is that we know positively no more
about learn ing and creativity than was known in
1900, 1519, or 1066. Collegian bents, whatever
these may be, are very novel and have little to
do with learning and creativity. I share much
of your pain for the strained social distance
between students and professors.
Few of us half million professors consult for fees
Nearly all of us are quite modest and consult
with students in a focussed way free of charge;
happily, most don't get paid for the pseudoscientific managerial fashions. We are simple folk.
Most of us don 't try to understand entrepreneurial
ventures. You don 't earn near fifteen thousand
dollars year after year if you're very interested
in entrepreneurial ventures. Cheerfully, rather
few of us emplane for professorial conventions.
Plainspoken jobs absorb us sufficiently. This
requires devotion to students. This includes
speculating quietly again and again.
College professors I admire the most use a
ration system, attending one or two professorial
conventions a year. They are busily engaged
locally. The restless convention cowboys are not.
usually quiet enough. They are more on the
noisy side and a bit entrepreneurial. Not always.
Most of us half m illion have localist obligations
that are very absorbing. Obligations are always
a two-way street.
It is true that bookish fellows may be deemed
queer. Professors or students or emplaners
or localists, But then , the decent majority of
90 or 95% has been overlooked for millcnia. It
has been without focus. Focus and prestige
usually land on the restless trippers . Most of
us keep a temperate distance from public
committees in the colleges. Public committees
are so often for hermits ard for crabs,
But come down to practicality. Most of us
professors keep to classes 9 to 15 fifty minute
periods a week for about thirty weeks a year.
During those thiry weeks we usually put out
fifty to sixty hours of work each week. This
calling puts us on call from about 9 a.m.
until about 11 p.m. You never know when the
phone will ring. It 's a six day work week , more
often than not, nine months out of twelve. It's
a quasi-five-day week two months a year. That
leaves complete holiday for one month a year.
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Few of us want or need or ask for publicity
about our work situations. It is a calling. It
is not much understood by either participants
or by students. There are numberless occupations
which go unheralded. Most jobs go for pay
scales which rank not at all with conventional
conceptions of importance. You can scarcely
account precisely for delight, numbers of
buttons pushed, hours labored, or income received.
Most of us live up to the brink of our wages.
Majorities have no tenure; or, if they have, tenure
gives little protection fro'm the few actively hounding
colleagues. Tenure gives vastly less protection
than should be, or that the uninformed believe.
Few factories, whether academic, labor, business
or governmental, have stretched much distan ce
away fro m ancient ad hominem systems of preferment.
Ad hominem to push and to pull most in employment.
Academia presses, releases, prefers, upgrades, and
downgrades according to informal and canonical
rules. Such informal practices are not clearly more
arbitrary or fair than are formal seniority ratings.
College professors com mute to their jobs two
miles or twenty five days a week. Literally
this for only nine months a year. These hermitlike college professors buy such cushy conditions
as are available to families of four or five or six
on similar annual wages.
It is only remotely possible that college
professors are demonstrabl y more shy or bookish
or modest than people in nearly every other
occupation. Withdrawn people or noisy or quiet or
collusive or delighted seem to circle in every
occupational group. There is conceivably no
route for proving that college professors are less
or more aggressive, slack, casual or hustling
than others in their generation.
They will take the same num bers of coffee
breaks. They will work as well. Aye, there's
the rub.
These oceanic phenomena are readily observable
among students. Let you editors look at students
with similar sym path y. Observe the shove,
push and pull to which they are subjected.
Observe them keenly as workers. Observe students
at the precise social distance from college professors
as are the college professors from the students.
All the shoving, pushing and pulling wh ich
^
has reached so many groups outside has reached
students and college professors alike within
the ivory towers.
College professors, and students, lead underfocussed , fractionated lives. Try for much more
context about the conditions of work of both
students and college professors. On this manner of scoring there is no difference of any importance
whatsoever between the two groups.
Labor econorn ics is that sort of a matter.
Sincerely yours,
Professor David Bridgman
P.S. Happily, m ost of us professors delight in
our jobs and in students. We give little attention
to the social and economic separators in this
stratified society.
March 17, 1974
RFD Rte 1
Hartland
Maine 04943
Dear Editors,
In a very dated issue of your paper which I
happened to see one day I noticed that someone
presented a program of films by women directors.
Unfortunatel y I saw the paper too late to attend
the screening, but if its organizers are interested
in more films by female directors I can help.
My book about women directors (and writers,
editors, etc.) is about to be published. I have an
extensive list of names and addresses, film
titles, length, and content available , mostly on
recent 16mm film makers. The films are on
both feminist and general subjects. It anyone
is interested in renting these films I'd be glad to
- supply some source addresses. Please don 't ask
me for the list itself because it's m ammoth.
Sincerely,
Sharon Smith

Editor 's Note: The following is an unsolicited
letter fro m this year 's Colby group in Caen, France ,
lt consists of their thoughts on the Caen program,
and the junior year abroad in general.
Yes, folks, it does rain a lot. in Caen, but that
is no reason why you should not come here (after
all, a good umbrella may be bought for 32 francs).
We have been here since September, which is
long enough for us to have formulated a few ideas
about life in Caen and the Junior Year Abroad in
general. We would like to share these reflections
with you. We are not doing this for Caen's
Chamber of Commerce or Colby's French Department; these are our own personal thoughts.
First and foremost, as a French major, a year
in France, no matter where, is highly valuable
and there are those of us who feel that a Junior
Year Abroad should be obligatory. (We feel that
this applies to all language students in general and
those majoring in a foreign language in particular,
be it French , German, Japanese, Spanish, etc.)'.
You can not imagine how little you know until
you have stepped off the plane at Orly and have had
to ask for information or hail a taxi. From the
very beginning, as a matter of survival, you are forced
to speak French. Just because you can write a
paper on French Romanticism does not mean you
can open a checking account, find a place to live,
make a phone call, or (believe it or not!) order a
couple of beers at the local cafe (deux demis, s'il vous
plait). A year in France (or at least a semester, if
you cannot spare two), teaches you everything you
always wanted to know about life in France but
were afraid to ask. Seriously, however, the actual
experience of being immersed in the culture , which,
by the way, involves more than visiting the Louvre,
is extremely important to anyone studying a
foreign language. We also can not emphasize
enough the benefits gained from the time spent
away from the security of home, Colby and the
American way of life. Enough generalities; it is
better if we talk to you about Caen, the city and
program we know best.
It is general knowledge that a year in Caen is considerably less expensive than a year at Colby or in
Paris, so we won't bore you with the figures. It
is also generally known that everything isn't done
for you. For example, passports, choosing courses,
housing, budgeting, etc., are your responsibility.
This, we feel, is a tremendous advantage to the
Caen program. It is your responsibility to look out
for yourself (make it, survive), and as trite as it
may sound, it sure as hell helps you to grow up a
little. You get to see what part of the "real" world
is like. And no matter how cruel and difficult it
may seem at the time, you end up with a sense of
accomplishment and self-satisfaction that allows
you to look back and realize how much you have
learned. Learning how to deal with the problems of
French daily life is as valuable towards increasing
your knowledge of the language as is the academic
aspect of a year abroad.
Your academic experience here in Caen is unlike any you could ever experience at Colby simply
because the courses are taught according to the
traditional French method and , of course, completely in French, These courses, taught by native
Frenchmen (unlike some other programs) cover
a wide range of interests from grammar and linguistics to literature and history. Although some of
the courses are not as intellectually stimulating as
we would like them to be, they at least offer insights on the French mentality and French manner
of perceiving things. This is in contrast with some
program in France where the courses are undeniably excellent in quality, but mere reflections of
an education "a l'arnericaine."
A positive aspect of being enrolled in the Center
for foreign students, as we are, is that you meet
many people of varying backgrounds and nationalities (Japanese, Czcchoslovakian , German , English ,
etc.). However, being so enrolled has a tendency
of isolating-you from the French students. But,
it is entirely possible to take the regular courses
offered to them , thus broadening your possibilities
of contact with the French student. It should never
be forgotten that with a bit of personal initiative,
contacts can be made, rapports established , atid
p lease turn to page eight
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ELECTRIC COMPANY
If one "Utility " is owned
rent is 4 times amount shown
on dice.
If both "Utilities " are
owned rent is 10 times
amount shown on dice.
Mortgage Value

$75.

Mike Roy
The last decade in American history has seen
a notable increase in the participation of minority
or special interests in our governmental processes.
Blacks, Chicanes, Indians, Females and Youths
have all risen in protest at one time or another—
resulting in minor victories and substantial
discouragements (or less often, vice versa). Interests
which have antedated and which continually
dominate all others are those of big business,
large corporations and multinational companies.
Such is the case with Maine , where the paper
companies and to some extent the private utilities
were and to a lesser degree still are major determinants
of public policy and direction. Maine, labeled as the
'Paper Plantation ' b y a Nader report on the
forest products industry in the state, still has
half of its land m ass (10.5 million acres) owned
by a handful of large landowners. Its rivers ,
lakes and stream s, have been mani pulated by the
paper and power companies through the construction
of dams and the transport of wood. Consequences
of this appropriation of public property and rights
include the destruction of valuable fisheries on
Maine Rivers (salmon on the Kennebec) and the
loss of recreational opportunities.
The preceeding discussion , albeit a very
general one, will serve as a backdrop for the
ensuing analysis of private and public interests
in Maine and their effect on government program s
and policies.
My brief review will focus on the Speical
Session of the 106th Maine Legislature—a session
that has now become the longest in the State's
history, and one which has considered some
crucial questions.
All key pieces of legislations were, either
directly or indirectly, the concern of one or
more of the private interest lobbyists in the
State House. Time and again, these eloquent,
well-dressed mercenaries appeared at committee
hearings to plead with and often to overpower
legislators with their presentations. Included
in this battery of lobb y ists are respected former
House and Senate members (e.g. Bob Marden ,
former President of the Senate, a lobbyist
for Flagstaff Corporation , Central Maine
Power and others).
Public interest concerns are represented
by our lawmakers and the handfu l of consumer
advocacy groups in Maine (Combat, United
Low Income, PIRG). However, to believe that
the concerns of the public/consumer are
adequately protected or furthered by our representatives and senators is to be a bit naive
about a serious, potentially oppressive situation.
This assumptionfurther engenders the term
citizen with a dull and useless connotation he becomes an ineffectual bystander in the
affairs of his existence.
Lawmakers arc often too busy to know all
the facts concerning public interest affairs.
Seldom do they have (or take) the opportunity
to attend hearings and prowl the lobbies in
support of consum cr -oriented legislation.
Indeed , many of them arc in periodic conflicts
of interest on legislative action as a result of
'off-season * employment.
ITEM : J. Mollis Wyman (R-MHIbridge), the
world 's largest producer of blueberries acquired
a financial windfall during the 1973 legislature.
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doomed to failure.
Such occurences are not always as blatant.
Plenty of arm twisting and other pressure tactics
occur frequentl y in State House corridors.
If we are to have a responsive governmental
structure open to citizen input , it appears that
channels must be forged and opportunities
created to achieve this end. Surely a position in
state government can be made more financiall y
attractive. But more important are organizations
like PIRG , ULI , and Combat which lobby,
litigate and research in the public's interest. Such
groups are the cornerstone of an expanded and
refined concept of citizenshi p, and they are
integral components in re-establishing our soca lled 'participatory ' democracy.

U.S. Family
RENT $50.
With 1 House
$ 200.
With 2 Houses
600.
With 3 Houses
1400.
With 4 Houses
1700.
W ith HOTEL $2000.
Mortgage Value $200.
Houses cost $200. each
Hotels, $200. plus 4 houses
/. o player owns ALL the Lots of any
Color-Grou p, the rent is Doubled
on
Unim proved Lots in that group.

A bill was passed which will save his business
$1,500 a year in taxes. Although he professes
no involvement in the matter , the comm ittee
which he chairs reported a unanimous favorable
recom mendation for passage.
ITEM: House Majority leader Larry Simpson
(R-Standish) unsuccessfully sponsored a bill
which would have given the agency of which he
is president the right to take over all the state's
vacation and travel promotion.
ITEM: Rep. Walter Bunker (R-Gouldsboro)
introduced five bills geared to improve the
state's lobster industry. He is a wholesale lobster
dealer.
Such questions of conflict of interest appear
frequently because a majority of our legislators
are businessmen/wom en , realtors, insurance agents,
lawyers, etc. The meager $2,500 salary surely
is not enticing to many farmers, housewives,
and other non-professionals. This absurd financial
stiuation is a burden too great for m ost citizens
to accept.
However, the 'paid consultants' for private
interests and business concerns can ofte n earn
as much in a few weeks of work. Legal fees
are as high as $35/hour , and one paid lobbyist,
Sylvester Pratt, representing Casco Bank and
Trust, has already reported a $2,500 salary for
the 1973 regular session.
The sophistication of these lobbyists and
their high degree of effectiveness are now accepted
as a matter of fact. Their lethal attacks on
bills of public interest in the 1974 Special
Session are now a matter of record.
For example, a bill which would havediverted
some highway funds to establish other modes
of transportation was greeted by an avalanche of
representatives from private and special interests.
Aside from the Senator who sponsored the bill ,
there was not another proponent of this measure.
The committee chairman then proceeded for the
next few hours to choose opponents from a
jungle of waving arms. Representatives from
concerned interests (i.e. the Association of
General Contractors , Maine Good Roads
Association , etc.) were out in force, and their
effect upon the committee was substantial.
Private interest lobbying also caused the demise
of a bill which would have saved Maine citizens
thousands upon thousands of dollars in medical
expenses. The proposals would have amended
the sales and price posting of prescription drugs.
Due to the lack of citizen participation and combined
with emotional and elaborate presentations
by the drug related industries, t h e b ill was

Failure
Prudence Hoerter
In view of the degree of dis-satisfaction and
frustration that the last two lectures instilled in
this writer , it was with a great deal of skepticism
that I attended the third of the Gabrielson lecture
series. However, Lawrence H. Fuchs, chairman of
the department of American studies at Brandeis
University , rapidl y dispelled any misgivings that
I may have harbored.
Asked to address the Colby Community on the
topic of "What is Happening to the Quality of Life
in . America?" Mr. Fuchs delivered a coherent and
informative lecture. He believed that the quality
of life is not determined by increased technological
or real income gains, or the expansion of the portection of minority groups' rights, or medical
breakthroughs. Rather , the general feeling that
the quality of life has deteriorated is an expression of anxiety not in comparison to where the !
nation has come fro m, but anxiety concerning
where the country is heading. Quality is shaped by
the psychology of the people and not be real income gains. The explosion of the myth of technological beneficience and the radical decline of
law and order has contributed to the feeling of
apprehension about the future. However, the
main topic of concern , in the opinion of Mr. Fuchs,
is the deterioration of the quality of family life.
Quantitatively, higher divorce rates and the increased number of reported child abuse cases
reflects this deterioration. However, these quantitative measures can be traced to qualitative
changes. The first of these is the heightened tension between the sexes. The women's fight has
turned from economic and political topics to that
of the role of women in life. The women's identity crisis has affected relations at home and has led
to a re-evaluation and re-negotiation of the women'
role. The abdication of the fathering role of the
husband has resulted in its assumption by the
mother , and she is in desperate need of help.
The "Super Mother " either can't or won't accept
the complete responsibility of child-raising.
The overall trend has been towards a reluctance to assume the commitment of marriage and
an unwillingness to accept the responsibility of
raising children. The authority figure in the life
of the child has been pushed upon the schools
and other institutions, but there is no substitute for
the education gained through the family situation.
During the latter half of the lecture when Mr.
Fuchs seemed to express unsympathetic reactions
to the woman's loss of identity, I was expecting an
angry outburst of indignation from a women's liberation advocate. However, even though one may
not entirely agree with the views of the speaker,
the lecture seemed to accurately verbalize the sen'
timents of the youth today. Personally speaking,
the assumption of the responsibilities of marriage
and married life is not anxiously anticipated.
Lawrence Fuchs provided a stimulus to reflection
and evaluation of the present quality of life in
America (and also renewed my faith in the quality
of the Gabrielson lectures). What more could an
audience ask for?
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down the walls in education. " After dwelling
briefl y on traditional classro om scenes and comment
ing on Colb y 's respect for classical knowled ge,
the camera shifts to the Center for about one out
of its six-minute length. Casual seminars , students
and faculty members laug hing over dinner are
supp lemented by the narrato r 's hint that the wh ole
college is taking this direc tion for the future.
The rest of the film quietl y extols the expect ed
features—the athletic comp lex, the new gallery,
the dormitory life—and insists that thos e students
who choose a college in Main e are opting for a
pastoral setting and exhilarating winters.
please turn to page eight

The
Sellin g of
the Schoo l

The

Ed Kemp

Who is selling Colb y?
Recollect , if you can , those days of innocence and
wide-eyed wonder when you were seeking the college
of your choice. Unless you were the son or daughter
of a Colby alumnus , you probab ly became acquainted
with the college in one of the many reputable , or disreputabl e, "college handbooks , " or in your high school
guidance office, or throug h a friend , or on a whirlwind tour of the northern New England colleges.
("If it 's 2:30 , this must be Bowdoin. ") To na rrow
down your search to the category of small-New England -liberal arts , out of the vast ra nge of educational
institutions , was probabl y difficult enoug h. To
narro w it down to Colb y College , Maine , was a decision based on a hundred factors —personal , academic ,
financial —factors so diverse and arbitrary as to seem
beyond the reach of even the mose persuasiv e salesmanshi p.
Colb y is sold to prospective applicants through a
variety of means: talks in the high school , alumni
interviews , college night programs , on-campus contacts , recruitment in the field , the official literature ,
and in a new six-minute film. The approach is lowkey—no one trails candidates to their homes, no one
twists any arms. Interviewers from the Admissions
Office are expected to answer questions honestl y,
making explicit the advan tages and disadvantages of
attending Colb y.
Competition among the small college for the attractive student , nonetheless , is quite keen as you might
expect. And , as you also might expect , Colb y, like
other colleges, likes to put its best foot forward in
its advertising and contacts.
Cind y Cannoll of the Admissions Office spends a
good deal of time in the field , visiting high school
guidance departments and talking with prospective
students. She says that those interested in the college
are looking mostly at its reputation , its size, and its
location. The presti ge of the college is very high
among comparative institutions; and that factor ,
along with the faculty/student ratio (1:15 ) zrej or d,
according to Cind y, its greatest selling points. Despite
the maximum coverage given to Colby 's innovative
academic programs , she has found her prospective
candidates to be quite content with the traditional
liberal arts curri culum , which Colby can' also make
available.
Outside of contacts in the high schools , the Admis
sions Office also relies on its alumni intervi ewers to
seek out possible candidates , determine their desirabilit y, transmit this information to the candidate 's
file, and keep in touch with the student. The
Alumni Interv iewer 's Handbook suggests that "the
inter viewer should be read y to talk about the College
in almost any informal setting ," and goes on to list
brid ge games , the golf course , and high school athletic and social functions as possible name-gathering
situations.
I f all goes well in the interview , and the candidate
applies and is accepted , the interviewer is also
responsible for following up the April 15 notifica tion letter with continued contacts with the student.
Post-acce ptance contact , which also is reported to
the Admissions Offi ce, w ould include, f or example,
th e reasons for a student 's rejection of Colby, which
college he has preferred , and wheth er he has been
succe ssful elsewhere.
Assisting the alumni intervi ewer in making his
pre sentation of the College more effective , the Hand
book also recom mends points to be conveyed to
th e candidate. These are the points , it seems, which
would differenti ate Colby fro m other small liberal
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arts colleges. The emp hasis here is on the variety,
flexibility, and independence of the academic programs ; the J an Plan , Special Topics , Senior Scholar
projects , the Center for Coordinated Studies , and
the Flexible "15 " receive top billing , along with
work/stud y and year abroad opportunities. "It
is a program , " in the word s of the Handbook , "that
seeks, above all , to foster independent achievements. In short , there is a structure , but also flexibility. "
This emp hasi s on the innovative side of a Colby
education is a constant refrain in the official literature , and has a way of overshadowing the allcollege and departmental requirements. Dean
Harry Carroll of the Admissions Office sees these
more traditional requirements as an importnat
issue to ponder for those students who would choose
Colby . Also included in the points to convey are
such campus activities as PIRG , Colby being
proudly bannered as the only private college in
Maine to have joined the national organization so
far .

The Pitch

The official college brochure , Colby, which finds
its way into high school guidance offices, and the
app licant 's mail , is a 68-page booklet filled with all
the vital facts , lots of professional pictures , and a
brief text. Here again , the Center and the J anuary
Progra m receive much exposure. That magic word ,
"flexibility, " highlights such formulas as, "The
flexibility of academic program s, the expectancies
of independent stud y, and the lack of a high degree
of regulation in both academic and personal activities. .. "
A potential app licant would also be convinced
that student/faculty relationshi ps must be very
close indeed , for the brochure states:
Most students at Colby establish freindshi ps
with faculty members and are welcome visitors in their homes, (p. 26)
The pr obability of such warm friendships is certainly much higher at Colby than at many places;
and professors are , in most cases, much more
available for consultation here than at the large
universities. But the picture given by the publicati on is one of an easy give-and-take situation ,
characterized by extended interaction outside
th e classr oom.,
This picture of close mutual interest is carried
over to the new film which the Admissions Office
has made available to high schools and to its
alumni int erviewers . Of course the beauty of the
campus sells itself , especially in the fall and
spring, and a film can capitalize on the picturesque
elements. It goes on to demonstrate how Colb y,
as the narra tor says, follows "the trend to br eak

Students are often asked what prompted
the m to come to Colb y. The same question
may be asked of the faculty , and perhaps one
of the factors may have bee n the fringe benefit
program.
Dean of Faculty , Paul J enson , termed our
faculty benefi t pro gram " competitive " with
comparable Eastern schools. He noted however ,
that althoug h the program is an important
consideration , younger faculty members are
usuall y more interested in salary. As retirement
becomes imminent , the fringe benefits become
more important.
The college contributes to the usual retirement , insurance and health programs , and has
managed to meet rising costs caused by inflation.
Salaries , likewise, have kept pace with cost of
living increases. Mortgage subsidies are available at 1 percent below the Waterville Market
with a 30 percent down payment.
Other support services include sabbatical
leaves of one semester with full salary or two
semesters with half salary. Facult y are eligible
every seven years , and must submit an application
and proposal for a faculty committee approval.
A yearly bud get of $25 ,000 is available to
members of the hum anities faculty for travel ,
•• research and the extension of sabbatical leaves.
Available to all members of the facu lty are
grants for travel to professional meetings and
research expenses. Without application , each
faculty member is allotted $100 per year for
a tri p to a professional meeting.
A campus nursery school is provided free
of charge to childre n of faculty and staff. The
college also reimburses faculty members
for expenses incurred in entertaining students
at faculty homes ; ten free campus lunches are
also prov ided.
Histori cally, Colb y has paid the tuition
for faculty childre n at any accredited institution up to the amount of the current Colb y
tuition figure . However , the amount that Colby
will now subsidize is frozen at $2500. (Even
though the tuition here will be $3,000 next
year.) A non-interes t loan of up to $5O0 is
available if so indicated by filing a Parent s'
Confidential Statement . There is some feeling
that the college is violatin g some current contract ual
obligations by freezing the tuition payment figure
at $2500. Althoug h th ere is a possibility that
a suit may be bro ug ht against th e college by
Colby mcrrrbers of the America n Association
of University Professor s, definite plans have
not been finalized.
The frin ge benefit program here at Colb y
is a good one genera lly, and any action taken
on the ab ove will most likely not be with
malicious intent. There are numerous factors
to be considered by a prospectiv e facult y
member, and the fring e benefits will certainly
not scare anyone away.

the Powder and Wig production could not claim
the same vitality and imagination of staging. I
am tem pted to blame Gorki: the play was a
difficult vehicle to come to grips with in a month.
But college theater thrives on big risks, risks taken
even when one knows the deck is stacked. The Lower
Depths represented an act of some brand of courage.

Suss
Sink s
Lowe r
Ed Kemp

The Lower Depths was a curious and certainly
an ambitious choice of play for Powder and Wig's
latest production. With its long philosop hical
speeches on man 's condition , its lack of a full y
coherent plot (at least in this abbreviated version),
and its melodramatic nature , the play demands
the kind of effective presentation which will draw
the audience into the lives of its turn-of-thecentury Mos<ow slumdwellers. The actors had
to fight overinflated lines and elusive characterizations—problems of the play itself—in order
to bring Gorki' s message of hum anity and
inhumanity alive. On the whole, their struggle
was valiant , with some very convincing acting
breaking through the gloom. But the odds, it
seems, were against them—or perhaps against our
acceptance of fresh-faced college students in
the parts of <lown-and-outers.
The running social commentary , which really
dominated tie play rather than the skimpy
p lot of marital intrigue, gained special flair
from Awetu Simesso'. in the role of the moody
actor. As the latent revolutionary, Abbott Meader
also brought passion to his speeches, especially
at the latter end of the play . Gail Hansen , among
the women , moved powerfully through her role
as the cruel wife, giving her scornful lines a
special cutting edge. Coughing her way to
extinction , Susan Simpson, in the role of Anna ,
looked the haggard , bed-ridden creature ; while
M olly Ware , as Vassilisa 's abused sister, Natasha,
delivered an emotion-filled performance.
Many laughs were received by Richard Vann ,
play ing the luffoonish , foot-stamping landlord. In fact, whether Gorki or the cast intended it,
some of the best moments of the show were the
humorous ones—like Satire 's great tautology,
"A man without nieces is not an uncle. " Among
the rest of the cast, Scott Hobdcn , John Orefice,
and Bob Duchesne each provided bright spots
of personali ty , especially Duchesne 's pious , but
fiery Tartar. Jay Reed's Pepel, the thief , had a
vagueness about it which further confused the
issue of what the frequent stormy exchanges
were about. The important role of Luka , the
old p ilgrim wh o still has faith in man 's goodness
received only a weak representation by Nat
Rosenblatt.
With all the speeches delivered while reclining
on bunks, and the tendency to congregate about
a central wooden table , the show stagnated more
than it moved. Notable exceptions to this rule
were the caid-playing scene, and an exciting climax
m arking the death of Kostilyoff , the land-lord .
Because we never felt involved with the anguish
of t hese d own t rodden Russians , the deaths which
pun ctuated the evening had little power to move.
Th e mo od y actor hanged himself at the end of
the play-an action received ironically by those
remaining. But neither the irony of the reaction ,
nor the suicide itself had any special meaning
for us. The basic humani ty of these people had
be en generalized away by the abstract, theoreti cal
speeches.
With their usual high style , the technicians
of Pow d er and W ig gave us a visually impressive
set, cleverl y making use of t he back wall of t he
Opera House stage. These red bricks were carried
over to the painted flats, while a realis t ic st ove
and rugged wooden furnitu re comp le t ed t he
stage picture. Impressionistic lighting, with a
wonderful effect for the rear staircase, was
carefully executed by Toni Fon tricr and Tom
Hucbncr.
If the beauty of the set , or t he earnes t ness
of t he ac t ors decided a show 's appeal , The Lower
Depths migii t have proved a success. In comparis on
wi th the student productions of this semester , You 're
A Good M a w , Charlie Brown and Under Milk Wood ,

McClure
John Steer

The politics of poetry ; take two aspirins and go i
to bed. But this has nothing to do with M cClure.
It started with giant cock and balls, a five hundred pound m otorcycle dyke , and no less than
two naked tap dancers; not to mention Isadora
Duncan 's grandaughter as the White Rock girl.
A Dada Musical Melodrama directed b y John
Lion direct from an engagem ent at the Magic
Theater in San Francisco; a videotape brought live
to unsuspecting A.V. room by the author ,
Michae l McClure. The Magic Theater production of
"Gorf" is scheduled to tour the U. Cal. system this
year, comp lete with God , tap dancers and all.
Michael expressed p leasant shock.
Then Jette, the echoing art gallery, the hall of
distraction , what have you. McClure 's voice is soft
but his poetry quietly overwhelmed the reverberating rustles and creaks of a Colby reading.
Neither his words nor his pictures are wild but
instead evince amazement and smile.
.. . and then we burst
in bubbles
like the troubles
of a dadd y long-legs
eating crumbs of bu rgers
in the turgid morning. . .
Magic Fingers in sound , rich and gentle. He
speaks slowly and carefully, smiling with the last
line as the poem jells ,
yea,
we're real.
His poetry is neither tedious nor awestruck.
There is little ramble of his early work such as
he might have read in San Francisco with Ginsberg or Kerouac during the "Renaissance. " And
yet it is not lost. A stewardess coming down the
aisle ;
why not?
study the food
as we eat it.
An intellective experience .
Scrimshaw of how it tastes
Etched on black of fillet
black popeyes of shrim p
gone away
onl y th e pink body remains
made of sunlig ht
and pl ankton
Served with scent of ozone
at 30,000 feet
Looney tunes,
dancing overhead.
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Hollo
Nick Ballas

There once was a poet called Hollo
Who drank as much as he could swallow
And if you heard him speaking
You'd have certainly been freaking
Since his words were so easy to follow
anonymous
In the wake of SPA day , streaking, and-all that
high energy madness, Anselm Hollo landed in
Waterville and performed at the Coffee House on
Satu rday the ninth. I say "performed" rather than
"read" because as the few people present that
evening will confirm , it was not an ordinary poetry
reading.
Once described as the only "Finnish beat,"
Hollo 's appearance is almost terrifyingly comic.
Wild shaggy hair and beard , a persistent toothless
smile, and an accent compounded of the halfdozen languages he knows, give one the impression
of an hysterical gargoyle.
His reading began surprisingly mellow and
precise, considering bourbon all afternoon , double
vodkas on the rocks at dinner , and endless endless
beers. Somewhere near the beginning, Hollo read
"Baby Anselm ," a poem which appears in the
Pequ od. The fourth section of that poem follows-.
wild goose
noise over + on
The lake at sundown which is
the time
one t ak es
the walk
on the shore
totally nuts + contented
even in n ovemb er
nineteen seventy-three
These are the moments
all one ask ed for
(funny live skunk visions)

Several hours la ter , however , t he scen e had

degenerated/evolved into a very hard core of a
dozen or so people sway ing around one large table;
Russell Preston p lay ing his gui t ar while Hollo
roared and occasionally bellowed lines of insp ired
verse. To describe the insanity , I can only compare
it to the spontaneity of SPA day, t he beau t y of
dozens of streaking maniacs, and sounds one hears
in a zoo.
Al t oget her , the evening must be remembered
as an experience ; the poetry itself being secondary
to the poet , the all-too-common stiffness of poetry
readings replaced by invigorating chaos,

1

McClure was born in Kansas in 1932. Finished
college in San Francisco and stayed. He ended up
at Colby by invitation of G. Lawless from Lewiston. He now lives , with J oanna , his wif e, on the
second and third floors of an old captain 's house
with a view of the bay . His reading was rare and
wond erful , at Colb y, and hopefully not the last.
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ECHOES OF GREATNESS

Al though Kurt Vonnegut remains in the literary
shadow of the renowned science Fiction wizard
Kil g ore Trou t, h e can lo ok ba ck now , as "an old
Far t wi t h his memories and his Pall Malls " on a
glorious past. As a lad Mr, Vonnegut didn 't waste
his time p lay ing German ba tball with the other
kids, ins t ead , he took the thankless j ob of editing
his school newspaper , t he E CHO , a t Shor t rid gc
High , Indianapolis , Indiana.
- The Winston Niles
Rumf o r d Pocket History
of Mars
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Ted Kistler in Concert

Saturday, March 23 rd, Academic Life presents Ted
Kistler, with an evening of entertainment recalling
coffee house perform ances of the 60's. Kistler is owner
and director of the New Vic Theater in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. What began seven years ago as a coffee house
offering concerts by local artists, as well as performances
by Joni Mitchell and Peter, Paul & Mary, is now a year
round community theater adding to the typical
Neil Simon, Rogers and Hammerstein fare, this year's
productions including "Irma La Douce," "Steambath,"
"Hadrian VII ," "And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little,"
Noel Coward's "High Spirits" and Brecht's "Threepanny Opera."
I Laurie Bedig
|
Kistlef's performance Saturday ni ght provides, in
; The Coffee House again brings an exciting
j|
an
informal
coffee house atmosp here, music, poetry and
I Boston band. The John Payne Quartet is coming
5
£ drama of the theater, including material of Kurt Weil,
; to Colby this Friday, March 22.
Dylan Thomas, Cyrano de Bergerac, Shakespears,
John Payne, "reedman par excellence", according £
and
m ore. The performance will be in Roberts Loft
I to the Boston weekl y The Real Paper , is a musician 's 5
j musician. The twenty-seven year old Boston
§j at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free.
; resident takes things nice and easy and makes
5
Co ndon M edal
j sure he gets them right. It took him nine years
£
! and four leaves of absence to earn his p hilosophy
§j
Gift of the late Randall J. Condon , 1866, the
£
|degree at Harvard. He started playing clarinet
Condon Medal is awarded annually at Commence£
I at age nine and learned to play traditional jazz
ment to the senior who, by vote of his classmates
£
! from his banjo playing father. At twenty-two he
and approval by the faculty, is deemed "to have
j joined Van Morrison and since then has been
s
exhibited the finest qualities of citizenship and
for
concerts
and
recording
£
demand
I very much in
has made the most significant contribution to the
£
! dates w ith Miles Davis, J ames Taylor, Weather
development of college life."
£
! Report , Blood Sweat and Tears and many others.
_. Blood Bank
j He was nominated in this year's Playboy Magazine £
£
I for best clarinetist. Best known for backing
The Regional Blood Bank will be on cam pus
clarinet
and
tenor
sax,
(soprano
sax,
! Bonnie Raitt
j|
from
9:00-noon and 1:00-4:00 in the Sm ith Room
j on Give It Up) , Bonnie has said of him "Put any=
of Roberts Union , Tuesday, March 26. All
I thing in his mouth and he can play it." He has
|
members of the Colby community are urged
s
[ played Sunset Series on Boston Com mon , Ann
to donate. For more information call Bruce D.
£
I Arbor Blues and Jazz Festival and others with
Cummings, Director of Student Activities, ext.
j Bonnie. He recorded with Sippie Wallace on the
=
295.
5
\ AnnArbor Blues and J azz Festival Album, with
£
Human Development Major
I Van Morrison on Astral Weeks, and with Fanny on
: Mother 's Pride. He has also recorded with Danny
There
will
be a reception in Smith Lounge,
=
I O'Keefe, Seigal-Schwall Band and others less
Wednesday, March 27th , 4:00-6:00 for all
5
¦known.
freshmen interested in the interdisciplinary major
H
£
He has toured with David Bromberg nationally
in Human Development. This new major was
:
£
approved by the faculty at their February meeting.
I for seven months playing at the Philharmonic
§
: Hall in New York, Philadelphia Folk Festival
The major will bring studies in biology, philosoph y,
well),
Maria
Muldaur
as
psychology, and sociology to bear upon an inquiry
; (with Sippie Wallace and
5
and
Lenox
in
Philadelphia
the
Academy
of
Music
into man's place in his natural and social environ£
:
an
album
E
I Arts Festival and is currently completing
ment. A field practicum in a local, state, or
S
: with him. Bromberg has said of him , "Payne is
regional agency involved in human development
£
[ an amazingly tastef ul musician. He has such a
will also be an integral part of the student's
and
fantastic
's
needed,
delicate
touch
when
it
s
work in the major.
I
: intensity when that's called for. His versatility
£
Spring Symphony Concert
£
: is legendary." (Ch icago Sun-Times, May 18, 1973)
Payne is now working with his own instrumental f§
I
£
The Colby Community Symp hony Orchestra
S quartet play ing rock influenced ja zz and jazz
£
will offer a spring concert on Sunday , March 24,
I influenced rock. The band is also a Boston band
guitar.
at 8 p.m. in Runnals Union.
I consisting of Louis Levin on piano and
=
evolving
to
jazz
a
rock
guitarist
before
The program will include works by Rossini,
§j
,
Levin
I
£
Brahms, Johann Strauss, and Haydn , as well as
1 several years ago, is an outstanding addition to
on
"Concertino
Romantico for Flute and Orchestra"
i the band. He has done some session work
|
|
[ Long Island and has studied at the State Univer£
by Ermanno Comparetti , professor of music
Conthe
Boston
and director of the orchestra .
I sity of N. Y. at Stony Brook,
=
Admission will be charged.
[ servatory and the Berkeley College of Music in
=
=
I Boston. He can hum and whistle two different
Senior Class Speaker
i melodies at the same time.'
§j
s
David Lichman , formerly bassist with Soft}§
Nominations for the Condon Medal and Senior
|
wood, is also a Berkeley College man. He lays
£
Class Speaker will be held outside all cam pus
£
I down fine up-tempo jazz runs seemingly with
dining rooms on Tuesday , March 26, from 11:30|
ease, and his musical knowledge gives the band
£
1:30.
£
I a practically limitless bottom. Matthew Gord y,
§§
I who plays drums, is also formerly with Softwood.
{§
I He has studied under Mel Lewis and at the New
EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION.
£
i England Conservatory.
Having been lucky enough to catch John
a
A grant of $2500 from the Braitmayer Foundation
Payne at the Bonnie Raitt concert in Boston last
g will provide support for proposals to encourage
fall , I can do nothing less than agree whole
§ more effective ways of teaching and learning. The
heartedly with the Boston Real Paper that "The
1 AD HOC committee on Teaching invites proposals
star of the evening in a supporting role was John
S from students and faculty through academic departPayne who put in nothing less than a brilliant
|
ments, interdisci plinary programs, the Center for
performance on flute, clarinet , soprano and
1 Coordinated Studies, the Library, and the Student
baritone saxaphone." The Coffee House is very
1 Government Committee on Academ ic Life. Prolucky to be able to present this Friday night ,
|
posals may be for any amount up to a maximum
March 22 , John Payne and his new band for
|of $500. They should be submitted to the Committee
the low price of $1.50. Don 't pass up this unique
I no later than April 30, 1974.
opportunity to hear this splendid band. They
=
All those considering submitting proposals
play finger poppin ' music.
i are welcome to discuss their ideas with the committee.
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In Search of
Grace

Robert Bresson is known as the spiritual master
of the modern film. Uncompromisingly individualistic, Bresson imparts a classical austerity to his
films be redu cing the essentials of the film—acting,
setting, dialogue—to essentials, while never losing
the human quality of his heroes, most of whom are
characters in the grip of some private fervour.
All his heroes seem to be in search of some sort
of grace. Spiritual essence is his overriding concern ,
in films as varied as Une Femme Douce, The Trial
of J ean of Arc, Au Hasard Balthazar , and this Sunday's
Film Direction feature, Un Homme Echappe (A
Man Escaped) .
Un Homme Echappe is simply, the story of
escape from a Naz i prison by a young Resistance
man. Pauline Kael, in Kiss Kiss Bang Bang says of
the film : "The experience of imprisonment and
escape is inevitably closer to Europeans than to
Am ericans, and this film, which has been a great
prizewinning critical and popular success in
Europe, has been a total failure in the United
States. It is not ingratiating ; the director , Robert
Bresson, is famous for his uncompromising methods,
and he is not disposed to treat his material lightly.
In this country, escape is a theme for action m ovies;
the Bresson hero's ascetic, single-minded devotion to escape is almost m ystic, and the fortress
within which he is imprisoned is as impersonal and
isolated a world as Kafka's. The movie was shot
with fanatic authenticity, the photography is
exquisitely beautiful. . . it's a m arvelous movie."
With Un Homme Echappe is Chris Marker s film
La J ette, which uses exclusively stills and the format
of a time- travel, science fiction plot to examine in
an incredibly haunting, powerful way, nothing less
than memory, reality , and the difference between
life and death. Winner of grand prizes fro m the International Film Critics Association, the Trieste
Science Fiction Festival and the Mannheim Festival, La J ette is considered one of the key films of
this decade by many critics, lacking a wider reputation only because it is not a feature-length work.
It 's showing, with Un Homme Echappe , will be
at 7:30 in Lovejoy. Admission is free.
Film Direction has also added several showings
to its printed schedule. These include Breathless,
Jean-Luc Godard's innovative and influential first
film , to be shown at 7:00 on Wednesday , May 15,
Richard Myer's prizewinning feature-length experimental film Akran, to be shown at 9:30 on Tuesday, May 7 and 3 :00 on Saturday, May 11, lngrnar
Bergman's most recent and most honored film
Cries and Whispers at 7:00 and 9:30 on Sunday ,
May 5, and the film voted best of 1970 be the New
York Film Critics, Bob Rafelson 's Five Easy Pieces,
which will be shown at 7:00 and 9:30 on Sunday
and Monday, April 7 and 8, the first days of return
from Spring vacation. In addition Howard Hawks'
The Big Sleep, with Hunp hrey Bogart as Philip
Marlowe, has been added to the already-scheduled
April 26 showing of Beat the Devil, also starring
Bogart, to make a double feature. Admission remains 75 cents for that showing, is free for Akran
and Breathless, and due to the astronomical rental
costs, $1.00 for Five Easy Pieces and Cries and
Whispers. All showings are in Lovejoy .

Band Concert
The Colby College Band will present its m ost
ambitious progra m to date, on Thursday, March 21,
at 7:30 p.m. in Runnals Union. According to
director GoVdon Bowie, this concert will be "The
Colby Band's major attack on contemporary concert literature for the college band , This varied
concert calls on all the resources of the band.
Technique, interpretation , and endurance arc at
the peak for the year ; a varied and balanced instrumentation , capable of the tonal brilliance so
necessary to a tonal program. "
The Colby Band invites the public to attend;
admission is free. .

SELLING from page five
Minority recruitment
Efforts to recruit "disadvantaged" minority
studen ts started in 1965 , with significant results
becoming apparant by 1969, when 25 blacks were
enrolled in classes. Since then, according to a
report fro m the Committee on Equal Opportunity to the Trustees (March 30, 1971), the College
has recognized a responsibility to activel y recruit
members of the minority population , to adjust
financial aid to suit the needs of "disadvantaged"
students, and to establish a viab le black community
on campus. A "viable" community , to the committee, would mean 50 students. Blacks will be
admitted , the Report states, who have shown academic promise even if they are not as well prepared as other students. At the same time, no reduction is to be made in graduation requirements
for these students.
The Committee also made several recommendations to the Trustees on the subject of expanding
financial aid to black students, noting that "for
the class entering in the fall of 1970, $49,000 of
financial aid was given to 18 'disadvantaged'
freshmen (mostly urban blacks) and $85 ,000 to
69 other freshmen." In conclusion , the report
stated :
The relatively low number of blacks at Colby,
therefore, does not result from inadequate
financial aid or from discriminatory admissions
requirements. It reflects an inability to
locate and enroll more admissable applicants.
In attempting to remedy this situation, the
Admissions Office :now employs a black graduate
of 1973, Wayne Brown , to make the necessary
contacts in such urban centers as New York, although he does not recruit specifically for black
students. The College receive sixty-six applications from minority/"disadvantaged" students in
1972-73, 35 of whom were offered admission.
Financial aid, totally $71,600 was made available to 23 students out of this group. It is just
such aid, Brown says, which attracts blacks to
Colby, along with the greater opportunity for
individualized instruction. He does not feel
that 48 blacks, the current enrollment, constitutes
a viable community, however, and would.like to
see more efforts made in recruiting and in
funding.
At present, there is no special provision in
the Admissions Office budget specifically for
minority recruitment. Although financial aid
is pretty well assumed to any minority applicant,
it takes the form of a loan , so that approximately
60% of black graduates leave Colby $3,000 in
debt. Brown recommends that the College look
in the direction of admitting black junior college
and transfer students, who would constitute less
of a financial burden and also be better qualified.
Atheltic recruitment
Since 1970, Colby's athletic recruitment program
has been severely limited. It was in that year
that the College adopted the conditions of the
New England Small College Athletic Conference
which outlawed any official budget for recruiting,
and any visits to the homes of prospective athletes
or to the hig h schools by recruiting coaches. The
competition for top athletes has always been
particularly stiff for Colby which can offer no
athletic scholarships; and now the coaches have
to rely an alumni and on letter campaigns to
attract the desirable athlete.
As Coach McGee explained it, the Athletic Department keeps in close communication with high
school coaches around New England. When it
hears of a possible candidate, a letter and a questionnaire are sent out, with the intent of measuring
the boy's qualifications. If his overrall record
looks good, the information is sent to the Admissions Office which, in turn , sends out an application. The prospective candidate is also invited to
visit the College and its facilities, McGee says that
the selling is very low-key, because of the nature
of the athletic program itself, The prime selling
factors for the athlete, as he sees t hem , are
1) better chances of playing the sport than in a
larger college; 2) the athletic complex, an d 3) such
extra-athletic factors as the Colby community
and the campus lay-out.

Coach Schulten agrees with McGee that athletic
recruitment has no effect whatsoever on financial
aid. There is, however, a close relationship between the athletic department and Admissions,
with much exchange of research and information.
An Admissions budget is available for feeding
guests of the athletic department on campus,
while accomodations are usually provided by the
fraternities. As usual in a small college situation,
personal contacts may count for a great deal. One
freshman athlete told me that the coach who
was in com munication with him last spring helped
him to submit his application after the due date.
Another athlete explained to his sport's coach
during application that financial aid would play a
part in his choice between Colby and another
school. The coach promised to do what he could.

Sold!

The high school student wandering about in
the maze of information and advertising sent out
by the colleges is a susceptible person. If an educational program is made to appear innovative
and appealing, can he be expected to question further and perhaps discover certain rigid requirements not particularly stressed in his initial contact
with a college? If the prospective candidate is a
minority student, on the other hand , does a
college have the responsibility to provide for his
needs other than doling out financial aid?
A study done by the American Council on
Education and the University of California of
Colby freshmen in 1973 indicates that the high
academic reputation of the College was the biggest
reason for their choice of school. Special education programs seemed to count less in their selection . Colby does not need to sell itself, apparently,
in any big way— the customers are willing to buy.
What they buy from the official advertising, however, may not altogether meet their expectations.

LETTER from page three
eventaully friendships can be formed. Be forewarned
that in the eyes of some people here, the fact that
you are an American citizen often renders it more
difficult for you to be accepted as an individual
rather than as "the Ugly American."
Another advantage to Caen is that Paris is only
two hours away by train, and twenty minutes away
from the beaches by car. Caen, although still
very much a provincial town (much of the town
closes up at 8:00 p.m. !), it is nevertheless Normanday 's second largest city. It boasts a municipal
theatre, cinemas, a regional art school, museums,
libraries, and numerous athletic facilities, all of
which are open to you as a foreign student, often
at reduced prices.
Caen's size (pop. 175,000) can be a bit of a
shock, depending on your background. Also, the
University's size (12,000 students) does not promote
the close-knit atmosphere that can be found on
smaller American campuses. A communal feeling
is further inhibited by the fact that it is common
practice among the French students here to go
home every weekend.
We hope this letter doesn't come across as
a political campaign for Caen. Though each of us
has had his ups and downs, we can not deny that
we all consider Caen a worthwhile experience.
We are all very glad that we have had this opportunity to study abroad. Which brings us to our
main point; if you are interested in foreign languages, we strongly recommend (for the lack of
authority to insist), that you take a Junior Year
Abroad-be it in Caen, Paris, Grenoble, Munich ,
or East Vassalboro-whichever program best fills
your needs. For those of you who may be interested in the Caen program, please feel free to
write and ask us any questions; we would like ot
hear from you. We will be m ore than happy to
help you out. Our adrcsses may be obtained from
the French Department.
The "Basse-Normandic Nine"
Michael Paul Cantara '75
Janet Breslin 16
Paul Kruffin '76
Pamela Bradley '75
Carol Peab od y '75
Barbie M cCarty '76
Candy Skelly *75
Joyce Smith '75
Cathy Worcester '76

HILLTOP from p age one
Presently, there are three Colby students volunteering at Hilltop. More and more students are
becoming aware of the resources in the community
that are available to them and are co-ordinating
volunteer work with a special topic. In this way,
they are getting valuable experience, credits, as
well as being fo service to others who need help.
Hilltop School should not be overlooked in this
respect.
Now, to get back to the children , what happens
to them after they are through with Hilltop? At
this time there are two alternative courses open
to each child. Every two weeks there is a staff
meeting during which a child's current standing is
reviewed and evaluated by the child's teacher,
the occupational therapist, the speech therapist,
a social worker, and a physical therap ist, if
necessary. In this way tabs are kept on each child.
When a child turns 16 years of age a decision is
made whether or not he/she will benefit from further schooling. If the decision is that schooling
will not be of further benefit , the child is transferred to the Hilltop Center (situated in the basement of the Kennebac Mental Health Clinic).
The Hilltop Center is a sheltered workshop. In
this environment the now "clients," make crafts s.
that are sold in gift and tourist shops. Eventually
production will incline toward that of the M ary
Donovan Holland School (workshop and thrift
store in Skowhegan). This organization, also directed by Mr. Rovillard , takes in clothing that is
too worn to be sold in the thrift store and turns
it into very salable rags. This "industrial wiping
cloth operation " takes in over $9,000 a year.
Nothing is thrown away. Buttons are recycled, as
well as zippers. Woolens are cut into strips and
sold for rug braiding. The thrift store at 35 Temple
St. (near Norm 's Pizza) is connected with the combined efforts of the Hilltop and Holland
Schools.
The second alternative for a child at Hilltop
is followed if it is decided that schooling is still
beneficial to him when he is sixteen. In this
event, he remains at the Hilltop School until he is
eighteen and is, at that time, either transferred
to the Hilltop Center of placed at a job in the
community.
One of the volunteers at Hilltop remarked
that although m ore could be done, the children
were being kept busy. When asked for an evaluation of the current program , Mr. Rovillard stated
that it has the best quality in Central Maine. He
feels that the needs of the mentally retarded
are just beginning to be recognized and provided
for.
Hilltop also has plans for the future. A decision has been made to construct a residential
facility for adults (anyone over 18). It will be
constructed on the eight acres behind the location of the present school. The facility is to be
constructed around the town-house con cept.
There will be four hom es each housing five clients.
There will also be a Commons Building containing
a day room and facilities for serving one meal a
day. The facilitywill also provide respite care
for all ages'. The goal of this facility will be to
provide an alternative to institutionalization ,
and as; normal . life as possible. It is also meant to
strengthen family relationships. Families who have
mentally retarded members are often constrained
by having to continually care for members. This
facility will hopefully provide a means for these
people to enjoy vacations, a place for socializing
for the mentally retarded segment of the community.

This facility will also be in need of volunteers
and a staff. A rotating staff member will be need
in each unit. Any students who are interested
(graduating seniors take note) should get in
touch with Mr. Rovillard at this Hilltop School.
CCS Roomdra w
Those interested in drawing for rooms within
the Center should sign a form at the CCS. Office
before Friday, April 12. There will be an important
meeting on Thursday, April 11, at 6t30 p.m. in
Foss-W oodm an to d iscuss procedure.

Falling for Judo
Debbie Seel

Anyone visiting the gym section of the Field
House during the evenings m ay be surprised to
hear resounding crashes and slaps com ing fr o m a
musty room opening onto the smaller basketball
court. This room , once the old weightlifting room
is now referred to as the Judo Room , and is home
for a group of hard y souls called the Colby Judo
Club.
At first glance , judokas (judo players ) seem to
be a group of masochistic idiots who throw themselves on the ground while slapping it with both
arms and then jump up to let their neighbor sm ash
them into the mat. They are also known to do
fl ying hal f somersaults and land flat out on the
ground from a height of four feet. Although it
does h el p to be a little masochistic, the sport is
not as horrible as it sounds. Judo is like skiing. It
requires a lot of'practice before irbecb'rne>_ 'fuh ,
as man y beginners will testif y. However, instead
of learning not to fall , the secret of judo is to learn
how to fall.
You may say that it is easy to fall and that you
fall at least twice a week on the Chapel Hill glacier. The real trick is to fall correctly^. That is,

to fall so that you don 't get hurt. To fall correctly
takes quite a bit of coordination and practice.
You have to learn how to fal l before you can learn
to throw and to be thrown.
Judo also requires a reasonable amount of
fitness. Colby's judo instructor , Mr. Ray Dion, makes
sure that his students are fit by the second week
of class. Otherwise, injuries would result.
Judo is not all blood, sweat, and sore muscles.
It is an individual competitive sport like wrestling,
only with many more ways of winning. A judo
player can win his match witli one good throw, a
30-second holddown , a choke, an elbow lock, or b y
decision. Consequently, a judo m atch can last
anywhere from five seconds to the full time , three
to five minutes. The rules which govern the play
are formulated to prevent injuries , and can be
quite complex , requiring two judges, a referee, and
two timekeepers to oversee each match.
Colby students have been fairl y successful at
local Maine matches, and not so luck y at out of
state matches where competition is tough. So far ,
members of the judo club have taken two first ,
a second , a third , and a fourth in men and women 's
competitions in Maine and N .H. Mr. Dion 's
instructing skill and dedication is evidenced by
the fact that the winners had had not more than
one year of judo before their successes. Mr. Dion
is a second degree black belt and has been described
by Jimmy Bregman, one of the U.S. Olympic judo
coaches, as "one of the best ukis on the east coast."
The uki is the passive partner in a throw. In other
words, he does the falling.
Mr. Dion is equall y skilled in throwing however,
and teaches a fair amount of self-defense in his
regular course. Although he adm its that he is not
an expert at karate, Mr. Dion is also versatile enough
to expose his students to a small amount of aikido
and karate.
Students interested in judo can come to the
class on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from
7:00 to 8:30. Students taking the course for credit
should sign up with the P.E. office. No fee is
required this year.
If you do join , expect to be knocked about at
first, and expect to have a few aching muscles.
You can also expect some good competiton , the
satisfaction of learning something new with your
body and mind , and the feeling that comes in
the locker room when you realize that you 've
actuall y survived another ju do class.

No Bounce in the Basketball
Susan French

The women 's basketball season is over. This
may come as a surprise to many of you who were
never aware that the season even began or occurred
Yet, it did; but it is not my intention to elaborate
on the success of the season, but to present some
of the difficulties encountered by the team.
In order to have a team there arc several
essential elements: interested players , practice
time, a coach, uniforms, and basketballs. One
of the elements was present, interested females.
The first obstacle the girls encountered was that
they had no scheduled practice time. During
the day they had classes. After classes men's
varsity and juni or varsity teams had scheduled
practices. After dinner , intra-fratcrnal basket-

ball games took place. This left the women 's
tea m one time to practice, during dinner.
The next obstacle encountered was the lack
of a coach. The girls were under the impression
that Mrs. Hodgdcn was hired to coach chcrri.
However, senior Brian Clark acted in this capacity.
When Mrs. Hod gdcn did attend a game it was in
a chapcronc capacity only, representing the Phys.
Ed. Department.
The girls "did" have uniforms , the girls '
hockey team's uniform s- those lovely little
bluc.affairs with the cutsic skirts. The team
had been under the impression that they were to
receive new uniforms. However, the Phys. Ed.
Department inform ed them that they had used
up their funds going to Prcsquc Isle the previous

Breathe Deep
Sara h Ellis

One of the new courses offered for physical
education credit this year is an introductory
Yoga course. Hatha yoga, comprised of sim ple
stretching exercises and breathing techniques, is
the method taught. This type of yoga is practiced
primarily to achieve a heightened awareness of
one's body through practice in controlling
muscular movement both physically and mentally.
The yoga exercises are done deliberate ly, with
emphasis on various positions that are "held"
for several seconds during the motion of the
exercise. By concentration and slow repetition
the Yogi learns how his muscles work together
and how he can easily mani pulate them and
stretch them to release the energy that is dormant
in his body. He learns, also, how to balance and
coord inate the motions that he practices in
order to exercise all of his body symmetricall y
and thoroughly. The simple physical discipline
combined with a few practical breathing methods
leads to an awareness of natura l balance within
one 's bod y and a sense of "well-being" arising
from the energy that can be discovered there.
A person who wants to take a Yoga course
can become involved in it to varying degrees.
At Colby, both classes concentrate on the
basic physical benefits of Hatha Yoga. Within
such a course it is important that one feels no
competition or obligation to achieve a particular
level of performance. Benefit is purely personal
and prog ress is measured solel y according to one 's
desires. It a 'Colby yogi' achieves little else,
he certainl y learns how to relax and enjoy his
bod y and peace of mind; an easy way to earn
a season of P.E. credit .

Gym nast ies Meet
The Women 's Gym astics Meet at Colb y will

be held Apri l 16, not March 26, as previously
announ ced.
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year to play UMPI. Therefore, the girls bought
tee shirts at the bookstore. These shirts with
phys. ed. shorts, and pinnies comprised their
uniforms.
Basketballs, the final essential element,
were provided. However, the women often
found them to be old and rather flat. (Adding
insult to injury.)
The women's team , I observed one afternoon ,
play poor basketball. They have yet to learn
the basics, dribbling, shooting, rebounding, etc.
They leave their feet in the fo recourt , shoot
two-handed foulshots, never shoot jump shots,
and play an unim aginative, unaggressive box-inone zone defense. All these faults arc not due
to lack of ability on the girls' part , but on the
lack of proper coaching. This is not a criticism
of Brian Clark , but a criticism of Colby College.
The college provides coaches for the men ,
John Mitchell for the junior varsity and Richard
Whitmore for the varsity. The old rationale
that no coach will be provided unless interest
is shown is ridiculous. If there is no coach
there is no interest; if there is no interest there is
no coach..,Besides , there has been a display
of initiative ; over 12 girls attend regularly. They
pay their $4,000 a year just as the men do. In a
^ arc
school where coaches
provided for men's
football , baseball , basketball , soccer, hockey,
tennis , lacross, track , and so on and so forth ,
does it seem too ridiculous, too uppity on the
wom en 's part to ask for a coach , unif orms;
and gym time? These things would drastically
im prove the quality of women 's basketball.
It would allow wom en's basketball to follow
the path of women 's h ockey, which has progressed
fro m a campus joke to ari interesting spectator
sport.
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Noonday Recital
Philosop hy-Reli gion Colloquium
Concert—Downcast Chamber Players
J ohn Paine J azz Quarter

Given
Study Room , Runnals
Given
Coffee House

Theatre Presentation-Ted Kistler

Roberts Loft Theatr e

Film : "Un Homme Echappe , "
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Meeting —Katahdin Council
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Lovejoy Aud.
Lovejoy 215

Colby Theatre Arts Weekend : Mar ch 23 , 24
Maine Events March 21-28
March 21-24, 8:00 p.m. "Midsu m mer Nigh t 's Dream " Bates College,
Lewsiton , (Sat. Mat. 2:00 p.m.)
March 23: Music Fest , Bates College Gym , Lewsi ton , 7:45.
March 21 Film: "The Ugly American ," UMO , 7:00.
March 21: Film ' "A Nous, La Liberie " UM/Gorham , 7:30
March 22: Lectu re : "Acu pencture in Portland " UM/Portland , 8:00.

Wedding Bells Are Ringing
J uan de Lavalle , a 1973 Colby graduate , and
Martha Raye Littlefield , are to be married March 30
at 7 p.m. at the East Benton Community Church ,
with a reception immediately following the ceremon ;Y
at the home of the bride. Music will be provided
by the Kennebec Valley Boys. All friends are
invited , and due to the energy crisis , are advised
to contact each other about travel arrangements.

Reward

Downcast Chamber Players

ROUTE 52, CAMDEN , ME.

Runnals
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$50 reward for inform ation leading to the
recovery of the "Clinical Psychologists " sign
which was stolen from Roberts Union and the
initiation of disciplinary action against the child
who stole it. Bring both sign and culprit to Dean
Wyman 's office , or see the clinical psycholog ists.

Scandinavian Design Furniture

Lovejoy Aud.
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Mass . State Scholarship
ALL students who are apply ing for a
Massachusetts State Scholarshi p, either new
or renewal , who picked up their material
before March 18, should stop by the Financial
Aid Office at their earliest convenience .
Sidney W. Farr
Director of Financial Aic1

and WEBBER'S STEAK HOUSE-

Swimming pool

8-.00
8:30
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tlie Unions "
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7:00
Math Seminar—Mary P. Dolciani
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Colo r televisio n

Friday
12:30

j £Saturday
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The Downcast Chamber Players will present
a recital Friday (March 22) at 8 p.m. in Given.
The program will feature Barth e 's "Passacaillc , " Milh aud' s " La Cheminee du R oi R ene, "
Hindmith 's "Quintet ," and P oulen c's "Sextour "
for woodwind quintet and piano.
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Karate Club?

Would you like to see kara te made available
at Colby? There will be a meeting of all students
interested in establishing a Karate Club on M onday,
M arch 25th at 6:30 in Dunn Lounge . No experi ence
is require d to becom e involved! If you are intereste d
but will not be able to attend , please call Rich
DeLatorre (ext. 380) or Maryann Brooke (ext. 526).

Colby Photographers

On Monday, March 25 at 4:00 in Dunn Lounge,
there will be an important organizational meeting
for all Colby students interested in joining a newly
forming photograp hy club. No experience in p hotography is necessary to join.
Under a new constitution the Colb y Photograp hers will succeed the present Darkroom Associat es
and will assume responsibility for the maintenance ,
renovation , and supervision of the Roberts Union
darkrooms.
Plans for complete darkroom renovation ,
equi pment rep lacement , introduction of color
photography potential , and initiating a series of
workshops in darkroom techni ques and pictur etaking skills for beg inning a nd adv ance d photo grap hers will be discussed.
According to Bruce Cummings , Director of
Student Activities , the Colby Photographers will
afford more students an opportunity to becom e
involved with photograp h y a nd will , at th e same
time , insure better regulation of equipment and
facilities than can be obtained under the informa lly
organized Darkroom Associates.
If you are interested in the Colby Photograp hers
but ar e unable to attend Monday 's meeting, p lease
notify J oel Horn at ext. 559.
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GIVE SO MEBODY DUNK IN DON UTS ^PRg^
GET SOME LOVIN' BACK
BHT

DAYS
TRA VEL
873-0755

Ski Trips to Europe or the Rockies
or
Spring Vacation in Florida

home oj Ma ine sea food

HEARTI EST PLATE IN TOWN

Fabulous Antipasto Salads , Grinders , Ravioli
Delicious Steaks, Lasajna, Manicoti

JOHN PAYNE QUARTET!

BOOK SALE

John Payne nom inated for best clarinetist
in the PLAYBOY Jazz Poll.

Mar. 30 thru ApY. 16-Daily 9 to 5
Leon Tebbets Book Store
164 Water Street—Hallowell , Maine

BERRY 'S

"A vote for John Payne is a vote for talent."
-REAL PAPER

I

Friday, March 22 - 8:30 PM

STATIONERS

COFFE E HOUSE
RUNNA LS BASEMENT
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^ SOUTH END ^

in concert:

Giant Annual 1/2 Price

°'"-^

a theater presentation:

__________H___ H-_K^nu '.

74 MAl 'N STREET

w aterville:

JOHN KISTLER -

maine

IN CONCERT

On The Co n c o u r s e and M a i n Street

BEST LIQUO R SELECTION IN MAINE
dyna mite drinks at
very reaso nable prices

Orders to Go

873-3 791

ALL HOME COOK ING

Saturday, March 23 8:30 p.m.

Roberts Loft (Bring a pillow)
Admission FREE
Sponsored by ACADEMIC LIFE

featuring

¦

Prou d to be Your
Food Se rvice

PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAGWOODS - GRINDERS

BEER ON TAP
AIR CONDITIONED
TABLE SERVICE
Call Aherod tor Take-Oat Service

872-2400 ^T^ii
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OLLIE 'S TAVERN

Free delivery with $5.00 food order

Riverside Drive, Augusta'
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Every Tuesday:

Jackson & Johnson

mo r e tha n a fme restaurant
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MA INE 0-1.0'

COLBY SPECIALS
Since 1932

FOOD

BEER

New Band Tues. and Wed - SI L VER SPOON
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FAMILY BOOK STORE
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Mr.BIG
Beef and Brew

WATERVILLE , AUGUSTA ,ORONO
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Every Wednesday:

Dirty Rock & Roll every Thurs . & Sat.

$1.95

TED SHIRO'S

good time band

I^k ^^M^iM^y^^^ d

paperback specialists
corner of Main and Silver Streets
10% discount to students

TENNIS?
I was in Joseph's Sport Shop last Friday,
you know , the store where our coaches buy,
and I was just gazing around. I looked out the
comer of my eye and brightly shining, the hint
of spring, was Tennis Equipment! They have
racquets by Wilson , Spaulding and Bancroft.
They have those world famous Adidas and
Tretorns and Converse. They have everything
you could want in tennis clothing-hats, sweaters,
shorts, dresses. They have tennis balls by
Wilson , Pcnnslyvania , and Spaulding. Inquiring
later I found out they even have expert'restringing.
Well , you don 't need me to tell you , why don 't
you go see yourself.

3tojBFph*0 , AIr.?L.

Darnel 's
Rock & Roll Show

This Thurs., Fri., and Sat:

Oliver Sudden
Rock & Roll Band

ATKINS CO.
34 MAIN ST. - WATERVI LLE

We now carry a line of
American-mad e pocket
calcula tors - from $39.95

ALSO:
Minolta Cameras, Olympia Typewriters, Polaroid
XL-70, Panasonic, Kodak Film Processing, Repairs,
Xerox Copying
10% Discount to Colby Students
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AIRTO/BARBIERI/COLTRANE
DEODATO/ELLIS/FERGUSON
GlLLESPIE/HANCOCK JAMAL

§j h H0M^ TI^

KIRK/LATEEF/McCANN

Second* person
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eats FREE !
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There is such a thing as a fr ee lunch at

m the PUB
!
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*Cateh: You pay only for the higher
priced ot the two meals. Choose your
meat from the regular daily menu.
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Sunday thru Wednesda y... 4 - 8 PM
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KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
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Take your friend to dinner;
but he eats -

I j fA .

PETERSON/RICH/SANDERS
TYNER/WESTON/ZAWINUL
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WATERVILLE — SKOWHEGAN

IINVENTORY REDUCTION SALE I NEW SPRINGWEAR
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$5 Racks of pants 8c shim for guys _ gals
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facing t he Concourse

featuring Americ an and

I talian Food
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ALWAYS ARRIVING

One of tbe Best Assortments of Drinks m Town
7:00 a.m.-l ,00 a.m.
19'.. Temple Street
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the gome
|After
5_JcottU S Drop in for dellcious
feOOD FOOD
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INFORMAL ATWOSPHE R t
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Roast Barf Sandwich or Pizia

Dagweo d

§

Italians

Groceries

COLD BEER

*K

Tel. 873-4372

47 Water Street

NO MORE ISSUES UNTIL APRIL

HAVE A NICE VACATION

Third Maine Educationa l Expos ition

On behalf of the faculty, students, and the
staff of the College of Education , we are pleased
to be able to invite you to the Third Maine
Educational Exposition. Education is a process
and this process is enhanced when concerned
individuals meet and exchange ideas. There
will be-? meetings on March 26 and 27 between
9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., Shibles Hall , University
of Maine at the Orono campus,

on Thursday and Friday nights BflM) Grass Mt'^C

CHRIS PR ICKETT AND THE VALLEY BOYS
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Cater ing to the Coltese Crowd
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42 College Avenue
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Grill Open 24 hours a dav \1

Accounting and Chemistry Research

A recruiter from S. D. Warren (Westbrook ,
Maine), a division of Scott Paper Company, will
becon campus on Wednesday, March 27 , 1974.
He will interview students who would like to
work in the areas of Accounting and Chemistry
Research. Interested students may sign up for
interviews in. Lovejoy 110.

STEREO
COMPONENTS
Mcintosh

KLH
ADVENT
ROSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B& O
GARRARD

thorens

WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
J.V.C.
STANTON
ALTEC-LANSING
REVOX

tandber g

TDK (Tape)
SONY
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
SHERWOOD
SHURE
,.

Maine 's Largest Hi -Fidelity Dealer
CHECK US F OR PR IC ES
Ihtown Portland . Lewiston , Waterville
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